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ESPECIALLY SINCE the 1390s,1 the 
Duchy of Lithuania seemingly enjoyed 
the status of “favourite (co-) suzerain” 
of Moldavia,2 along with the Kingdom 
of Poland, Moldavia’s official (main) 
suzerain since autumn 1387.3 This en-
abled Moldavia to manoeuvre between 
Krakow and Buda,4 the primary and 
disputed suzerain of the lands east of 
the Carpathians. Already in 1372 Lou-
is I of Anjou, king of Poland as well 
since 1370,5 had ensured Emperor 
Charles IV of Luxemburg’s6 promise 
that he would not interfere with Hun-
gary’s plan for Moldavia,7 a Latin rite 
duchy (for some 15 years), 8 also since 
1370, under the direct protection and 
authority of the Holy See.9 Between 
Hungarian and Polish power plays,10 
Witold (Vytautas) of Lithuania’s am-
bitions11 proved most useful for Mol-
davia,12 which—by choosing Avignon 
over Rome13—during the Western 
Schism14 had basically defaulted Latin 
rite stately status and had become—
with Byzantium’s approval15 and the 
support of the pro-Ottoman Genoese 
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colonies16—a Greek rite vassal of Poland17 (in essence, Lithuania and Moldavia 
had “traded lanes” in the 1380s: the former should have become “Orthodox”; 
the latter should have remained “Catholic”).18 Much like the Moldavian duchy 
after Louis’ death (1382–1386), when Eastern Podolia too came under its con-
trol,19 the Duchy of Lithuania embarked on its own quest for a royal crown.20

Witold passed away in his late seventies on 27 October 1430 in his castle at 
Trakai.21 He was awaiting the envoys of the sixty year old King of the Romans, Si-
gismund of Luxembourg.22 They were expected to deliver a second royal crown (of 
Lithuania), after the first one had been halted by the Polish nobles loyal to Witold’s 

23 Witold was succeeded 
by his approximately sixty year old cousin Svidrigiello (Švitrigaila), Algirdas’ son, 

24 involved in Moldavian dynastic conflicts since the 
late 1390s,25 well-known for his rebellions against and reconciliation with Witold to 
both the Teutonic Knights and to Sigismund who offered him shelter throughout 
the decades (most recently in 1418–1420).26 The election of Svidrigiello as grand 

(1413), whereby the new grand duke had to be approved by the King of Poland.27 
Poland and Lithuania went to war and the Union of Krewo (1385) seemed near 
its end.28 By June 1431, Svidrigiello secured the aid of the Teutonic Knights, eager 
to invade Poland.29 In September, a two year truce was sealed between the belliger-
ents.30 Svidrigiello seemed to have lost his pace.31 Within the year, he was deposed 
by Lithuanian nobles32 and replaced with his cousin, Sigismund K stutaitis, Wi-
told’s brother, in his late sixties, who resumed the union with the Polish kingdom.33 

In this Lithuanian clash of the “old guards,”34 a peculiar role was played by 
Alexander I cel Bun (the Just) of Moldavia, the “youngest” of them (aged fifty 
at most).35 Primarily an adversary of and a major target for Sigismund,36 who 
twice—at the congresses of Lublau (1412) and Lutsk (1429)—attempted to 
partition Moldavia between Hungary and Poland,37 Alexander I had enjoyed a 
special relation with Witold.38 In addition to the family ties (Peter I, Alexander’s 

 by 1388,39 Roman I, Alexander’s father,40 and Ste-
phen I, Alexander’s <half-?> brother,41 had all wed close relatives, possibly even 

42), Witold’s royal prospects and his Moldavian 
influence were the main factors behind the rapprochement between Alexander 
and Sigismund after Lutsk.43 By June 1431, Alexander I’s troops enthroned 
the boyar Aldea in Wallachia, successfully replacing Dan II defeated by the Ot-
tomans.44 Alexander had abandoned his Ottoman arrangement, established—
mainly after the death of Mircea I (1418), his “Wallachian suzerain,”45 and after 
the failed Ottoman attack on Cetatea Albã (1420)46—in view of the—eventually 
successful—recovery of Moldavia’s former Danubian parts47 controlled by the 
pro-Hungarian crusader Dan II.48 Alexander I’s anti-Ottoman and pro-Hungar-
ian commitment survived his death at the beginning of 1432, just months after 
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the Polish-Lithuanian-Teutonic compromise of September 1431.49 The son of 
the late Alexander I, Elias I, upheld—victoriously at first—Moldavia’s anti-Ot-
toman course.50

Alexander I’s designs—late in his life—seemed great and apparently blos-
somed after Witold’s death.51 In autumn 1425, his designated heir, Elias, had 

wife.52 Alexander I had Wallachia under his grip,53 with Aldea also seemingly 
married to a daughter of his.54 Sigismund’s ambitions and the Lithuanian tur-
moil equally collected Alexander’s attention.55 In effect, Svidrigiello—through 
his association with King Sigismund—opened the southern road for Alexander, 
as illustrated by the talks between Sigismund, Teutonic Grand-Master Paul von 
Rusdorf,56 and Sigmund Roth, Svidrigiello’s envoy,57 in spring 1431.58

59

-
-

-

-

60  [March–April 1431]61

The negotiations were successful: by June the Teutonic Knights entered Poland 
(though their war with Krakow officially started only in mid–August), pushing 
Svidrigiello (under considerable Polish pressure) towards Lithuanian victory, 
while in the south, Alexander of Moldavia had expelled the Ottomans from Wal-
lachia.62 Sigismund, who–given also his Hussite problem—avoided an “official 

63 seemed to be drawing closer to victory in the East (in 
the north- and south-east),64 while Alexander I asserted his regional influence to 
an unprecedented level.65

The key to this—nonetheless temporary success66—seems to have been Sigis-
mund’s approval of the marriage between the unnamed–previously unknown67–
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daughter of Alexander and Svidrigiello and his—nevertheless reluctant68—ac-
ceptance of the replacement of his favourite (Vlad II), already appointed by him 
in February 1431, with Alexander’s candidate (Aldea) as the new anti-Ottoman 
ruler of Wallachia (where, at its western border, Teutonic Knights had been 
stationed since 1427)69 thus effectively ending the truce concluded with Murad 

70 In the absence of further evidence, the 
“dynastic and confessional identity” of Alexander I’s daughter is essential for 
the understanding of Sigismund’s eastern policies,71 given both his efforts for 
Church Union,72 to which end he had also made the most out of the Byzantine-
Moldavian conflict in the 1390s,73 and Svidrigiello’s pro-Greek stands,74 often 
condemned irrespective of his and his relatives’ “errant ways” (most notably 

and forth prior to 1386—from Paganism to Greek, as well as Latin rite Chris-
tianity).75 Greek, respectively Latin rite 
Christian, after he converted together with his brother Jogai a in 138676) was 
about sixty in 1431, Alexander’s daughter must have been a teenager, born the 
latest around 1417, when Alexander was married to Ringalla.77 

Ringalla (Anna) was Witold’s forty year old sister and had no (known at 
least) children from any of her marriages (while her brother only had a daugh-
ter).78 Immediately after the failed Ottoman siege of Cetatea Albã (which prob-
ably led to a settlement79 between Alexander and Murad II), she requested and 
received from Martin V the divorce (1420–1421) because she was too closely 
related to her husband, whom she had additionally failed to convert to the Latin 
rite80 (still, by May 1422, to Sigismund’s dislike, Witold attempted to coerce 
Alexander to re-marry her).81 As Alexander’s last wife (after 1420),82 the daugh-
ter of the Moldavian boyar Bratu, Marina,83 can be ruled out as the mother of 
Svidrigiello’s wife-to-be (the latter would have been too young for her—still 
heirless—elder husband), two other wives must be brought into question as 
mothers (due to the regional stakes of the marriage, we can hardly presume that 
the lady was an illegitimate child).84 The first, Ringalla’s probable predecessor, 

85 Elias I’ mother (born in 1409),86 once viewed87 as 
88 Ladislas-Laþcu’s child,89 Moldavia’s90 first 

Latin rite duke.91 The second, known only through a 17th century record,92 was 
93 a Latin rite Christian (if she actually existed, she 

could have been Alexander’s first wife, possibly related—under the “terms”94 of 
his enthronement—to the Hungarian wife of Mircea I of Wallachia).95 

Under the circumstances,96 neither can be ruled out as the mother of the 
lady meant to become duchess, if not queen of Lithuania. She must have hence 
descended from a prestigious lineage,97 as furthermore Sigismund was familiar 
with Wallachian matrimonial policies, through his Angevine legacy (Clara de 

,98 the wife of Alexander, ,99 had been mother to , 
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Empress of Serbia,100 and Anna, Empress of Bulgarian Vidin,101 the mother of 
Dorothea, Queen of Bosnia102), and his own political time (in addition to Mir-
cea’s wife, Sigismund’s uncle—and rival—Jobst of Moravia103 had been married 
until his death in 1411104 to Elisabeth-Ágnes,105

duke of Oppeln106 and Elisabeth,107 the child o  Alexander108 
and—most likely—of the same lady Clara109). However, because of the Pol-
ish-Lithuanian truce (2 September 1431), Alexander’s death (1 January 1432) 
and Svidrigiello’s dethronement (31 August 1432),110 it could seem that the 
Lithuanian-Moldavian marriage was not celebrated or that it was ephemeral or 
deprived of immediate positive results for its authors, alike other “Moldavian 
schemes” (such as the Gattilusio lady expedited by Murad as a gift to Stephen 
II in 1446111 or the bride sent as a personal token of greatness by Maximilian I 
of Habsburg to Bogdan III in 1513112). Yet, because of the useful Wallachian 
connections retained by Svidrigiello until the late 1430s113 and in the absence 
of further researches,114 it would perilous to ascribe with certainty a similar fate 
to the matrimonial project of 1431 brokered by Sigismund of Luxemburg and 
Paul von Rusdorf.115 

After Alexander’s death, Moldavia (or, more accurately speaking, at least a 
significant part of it) 116 upheld his anti-  option (possibly the most im-
portant consequence of the arrangement117 of the duke of Moldavia with Sigis-
mund118), further supporting this assumption.119 In spring 1432, the Turk at-
tacked, but was repelled by Elias.120 Murad had created a Wallachian and a Mol-
davian “princely reservoir.”121 He wanted to enthrone Stephen II, Alexander’s 
illegitimate son,122 who was/became also a favourite of the influential Zbigniew 
Oleśnicki,123 -
port, Moldavia had first come under Ottoman control124 in the 1390s,125 under 
Peter I126 and Stephen I,127 who had taken the throne from Roman I, Sigis-
mund’s and Witold’s ally; the king “recovered” Stephen after Nicopolis128 in ex-
change also for Transylvanian estates). By June 1432, Aldea had acknowledged 
Murad as his suzerain.129 In November, Venice deemed Moldavia under  
rule.130 Elias attempted to recover but was dethroned by Stephen, aided by Mu-
rad and Aldea,131 in September 1433.132 After combats and failed truces,133 in 
1435, Moldavia was partitioned along the old lines of division (that Alexander 
had attempted to cover)134 between Elias I and Stephen II, quite to Buda’s,135 
Byzantium’s,136 as well as Edirne’s satisfaction.137 By that time any Lithuanian 
scheme designed for Moldavia in cooperation with the Teutonic Knights and 
Hungary belonged to the past, like Svidrigiello and his “Moldavian fiancée” of 
1431.138 It took Moldavia more than three decades to rebuild its regional cre-
dentials to the level of 1430-1431,139 in the last days of—“the hard to read”—
Moldavian .140
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The article seeks to bring a new perspective to the political and diplomatic history east of the 
Carpathians in the early 1430s by drawing upon a recently discovered document in the Geheimes 
Staatsarchiv, Preußscher Kulturbesitz (Berlin), probably dating from spring 1431, in which Duke 
Svidrigiello of Lithuania states his readiness to marry the daughter—hitherto unknown—of 
Alexander I cel Bun (the Just) of Moldavia. This document provides new information regarding 
the relationship between Sigismund of Luxemburg and the Duchy of Lithuania in the aftermath 
of Duke Witold’s death in autumn of 1430, and sheds new light on the various agendas at play 
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face of the  threat commanded by the astute Sultan Murad II.
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